In this paper, the properties of wide-angle and ultra-wideband (UWB) absorption of onedimensional (1-D) superconductor photonic crystals (SPCs) in the terahertz (THz) region are theoretically analyzed by transfer matrix method (TMM). We principally study the absorption features in SPCs with different arrangements by contrast where their external factors and dielectric types are consistent. The arrangements of SPCs adopt two construction rules of generous Fibonacci sequence (GFS) and Cantor-like sequence (CLS). In addition, the influences of the recursive numbers, external factors and polarizationdepend properties on the proposed structures are also considered. We introduce multifractal theory to describe the absorption trends and self-similarity of quasi-periodic structural system subtly specific to the variation of recursive numbers. Moreover, the reason for angle-insensitive absorption is also investigated via the interference field theory. The calculated results demonstrate that the UWB absorption can sustain over 80 degrees within THz region for transverse magnetic (TM) wave at high temperature in the proposed SPCs, which provides theoretical guidance for the design of the high-performance THz absorber.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1984, Shechtman et al. [1] took the lead in the discovery of quasi-crystals and opened a new field of condensed quasi-crystals physics since then. Their crystalline structure possesses the properties of both periodic and random structures and has macroscopic symmetries that the common crystals do not allow, which is academically known as quasi-periodic structure. The first known illustration of the aperiodic lattice was the Fibonacci sequence (FS) [2] - [5] . Subsequently, the plenty of quasi-crystal sequences (QPS) begin to spring up. And the most typical models are Thue-Morse sequence [6] - [8] and CLS [9] , [10] sequence. Due to their peculiar optical properties, like self-similarity [11] , [12] The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sukhdev Roy. and nonlinear optics [13] , [14] , more and more follow-up researches have been done for the quasi-periodic structure and it attracts great interest of the scientific community.
Photonic crystals (PCs) [15] - [17] as a kind of periodic dielectric artificial micro-structure can manipulate the propagation of light with the modulation of refractive index. In contrast with the conventional PCs, quasi-periodic crystals (QPCs) possess more unique optical properties that deserve to explore. They can easily exert an effect on the interference field by means of the arrangement of PC layouts. In fact, the structural complexity of QPC can be measured by their spatial spectra, which can be singular, discrete, absolutely continuous or singular-continuous with regard to pseudorandom structures of increasing complexity. Many surveys have been made on the 1-D PCs with QPS in terms of optical properties [18] - [20] . Lanvrinenko et al. [18] analyzed an optical filter through the fractal Cantor sequence in the multilayer structures of PCs. The transmission spectra show that there exist two distinctive properties of scalability and sequential splitting, which is closely related to the geometrical peculiarities of the FCS multilayer structure. Tanaka et al. [19] studied the transmission law of electromagnetic (EM) wave in the PCs arranged by the Fibonacci sequence. The relationship between Fibonacci sequence order and the scaling properties of the transmission coefficients were observed in the position of the quarter-wave dielectric thicknesses. The performance of optical biosensors based on graphene PCs with the FS in different chemical potentials was investigated by Baghbadorani and Barvestani [20] . Their results demonstrated that the figure of merit of sensor can be remarkably enhanced with the increase of chemical potential in FS structures with high orders, and it is considerably dependent on the angle of applying strain in the presence of linear strain.
However, few research cases cover the wide-angle stable absorption properties in the QPCS. Therefore, our work devotes to realizing the high-performance absorption with the reasonable layout of the quasi-periodic structures in the 1-D SPCs and catching sight of their new features other than these in periodic structures.
In this paper, we present the study of the absorption characteristics of quasi-periodic structures under the similar conditions in the 1-D SPCs. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the sequence distribution and geometrical model of SPCs are introduced. In Section III, we mainly have the discussion involved in the influence of external factors and recursive number on the proposed model. Meanwhile, we also briefly give some explanations on angular insensitivity. Finally, conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Before proceeding with the following discussion, it is prior to briefly introduce some underlying concepts. Firstly, it needs to state that deterministic aperiodic structure lacks a neat and generally accepted classification. At present, most authors agree on dividing QPS with the construction algorithm, and thus distinguishing two major groups. One is the substitutional lattices generated via repeated substitution procedure such as Fibonacci and Thue-Morse. The other is the fractal structure like Cantor and Koch fractals that are constructed in a way similar to fractal sets. Hence, the two typical aperiodic structures GFS and CLS are selected as study objects because their rich and flexible configurations can add considerable versatility for the optical devices. Meanwhile, they may represent the universality of features in the quasi-periodic structures.
A. CANTOR-LIKE AND GENEROUS FIBONACCI MODEL
As mentioned above, Cantor-like structure belongs to one of fractal aperiodic structures. Cantor sequence can be characterized by three fundamental parameters, which are the generator G, subset E and the generation number N 1 . At First, take a seed to be a bulk of a dielectric (yellow one). Then the whole dielectric is divided into several equal parts (determined by the value of G), and replace dielectric A with another dielectric (grey one) at certain positions of initial dielectric A, which is determined by subset E (initial position is 0). Then repeat the same procedure over all the remaining inclusions of the initial material, as if they were seeds. When these steps are recurred N 1 times, the resulting structure will be Cantor fractal structure, which can be denoted as a shortened form C(G, E, N 1 ). Sample structures are shown in Fig.1(a) .
The GFS can be generated by the rule S l+1 = {S p l , S q l−1 } for exponent p and q (l, p and q are positive integers), with S 0 ={A} and S 1 = {AABB}. The following sequence is obtained S 2 = {(AABB) 2 AA}. And then repeats the same substitution rule until these steps are recurred N 2 times. The obtained structure is known as GFS, with the abbreviated form GF (p, q, N 2 ). Sample structures are also plotted in Fig.1(b) .
B. SUPERCONDUCTOR MODEL
The typical high-temperature superconductor YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7−x (YBCO) [21] is selected as the superconducting layer owe to its higher critical temperature (T C = 92 K). And its respective material parameters are λ 0 = 200 nm, ω p = 1.7 × 10 15 rad/s, γ = 1.3 × 10 13 rad/s and superconducting gap frequency 2 /h = 8 THz, respectively. To maintain YBCO in the superconducting state, the operating frequency deserves taking below the gap frequency.
The conductivity function of YBCO is a function of the frequency and temperature, which can be given by
where T is the temperature, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, and the superconducting conductivity σ B = (ω, T ) can be obtained on the basis of the two-fluid model (TFM) [22] together with the local London electrodynamics. According to TFM, the permittivity of superconductor is expressed as
The refractive index of a superconducting material is complex-valued, and the permittivity function can be written by
The penetration length which is dependent on the temperature can be expressed
where λ 0 is the London penetration depth at T = 0 K, ω p = (n t e 2 /mε 0 ) 1/2 is the plasma frequency of the total electrons, and τ = 1/γ is the momentum relaxation time of normal electrons, where γ is the phenomenological damping parameter. The exponent p takes the value 2 for a hightransition temperature (Tc > 77K), and p = 4 for a lowtransition temperature in YBCO (Tc < 77K) [23] . Besides, at zero or weak magnetic field, the fractions of the super electrons in YBCO that are only dependent on the external temperature can be given by
Hence, the fractions of the normal electrons can be written as
C. TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
Considering that the 1-D PCs composed of different dielectrics, and all dielectrics are non-magnetic (µ = 1), the number of layers is N , the corresponding refractive index and thickness of n i , h i (i = 1, 2, . . .), electromagnetic (EM) wave is incident at an angle of θ i , where the propagation of EM wave can be determined by Maxwell equations and corresponding boundary conditions, and the transport matrix of TE wave and TM wave single-layer media is [24] 
where
After the EM wave passes through such 1D SPCs composed of N layers, the relationship between the electric field and the magnetic field can be written as
The reflection coefficient r and the transmission coefficient t can be expressed as The absorptance A(ω) which is dependent on the reflectivity R(ω) and the transmittance T '(ω) can be expressed as
where R(ω) = |r| 2 and T (ω) = |t| 2 .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, the specific structures in theoretical model are plotted in Fig. 2 . After constructing of the quasiperiodic structures, we replace each dielectric lattice with dielectric units we actually need.
To facilitate the conventional and effective comparison, their external conditions and dielectric type keep consistent but the dielectric thicknesses are not for the proposed two quasi-periodic structures. Materials A1, A2, and Si labeled on drawing constitute dielectric layers and superconductors with different thicknesses, respectively. The background is air. θ represents the incident angle. For C(5, {1, 3}, 4) and GF(2, 2, 5), the refractive indices of dielectrics A1, A2 are denoted by n j (j = 1, 2). And the thicknesses of dielectrics A1, A2 can be denoted by t j (j = 1, 2) in C(5, {1, 3}, 4) and d j (j = 1, 2) in GF(2, 2, 5), respectively. Different thicknesses of the superconductors can be denoted by h i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the two proposed models.
A designed thickness (much larger than penetration depth) of superconductor can be placed at the end of the structure as a substrate. That's intentional for two reasons: to reduce the total layers of the construction and to obtain the unidirectional absorption characteristic. As plotted in Fig. 3 , one can clearly see that absorption properties are distinctly enhanced at the sacrifice of the stability of the absorption property with superconducting substrate. This phenomenon is mainly caused by the strong reflection induced by the impedance mismatch at the end of the structure, and in turn generates interference field together with the incident wave. Meanwhile, it also ensures the extreme low transmittance in the whole structure and realizes unidirectional characteristic.
It is worth noting that we will use abbreviation of sequence to represent the entire theoretical model in the following discussion. And the refractive indices of dielectrics A1, A2 are n 1 = 2.12 and n 2 = 1.0. And their thicknesses are t 1 = 0.01 µm, t 2 = 15 µm and d 1 = 0.05 µm, d 2 = 30 µm, respectively. The respective thicknesses of superconducting layers are h 1 = 1 nm, h 2 = 0.4 µm, h 3 = 0.5 nm, h 4 = 0.1 nm and h 5 = 0.2 µm. Meanwhile, the UWB absorption refers that the relative bandwidth (RBW) of the absorption area is larger than 75%. In addition, the timeharmonic variable is considered as e −jωt .
A. EFFECTS OF RECURSIVE NUMBERS ON THE ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
In this section, the investigations on the regulation of UWB become our first priority. We firstly study the influence of the recursive numbers on absorption characteristics. As shown in Fig.4(a) , we find that the absorption curve in the C(5, {1, 3}, 2) climbs smoothly in the low-frequency regions no more than 3 THz. Then, it tends to the undulatory decrease with the rise of frequency within the high-frequency regions. As the recursive number N 1 increases, its absorption range gradually optimizes and the undulatory regions decline and shrink to the high-frequency zones. Its amplitude gradually weakens until the absorption curve stabilizes completely at a high absorption level. Likewise, for the absorption curve in GF (2, 2, N 2), it has similar absorption tendency with the increase of recursive number N 2. Its absorptance overtly improves and appears strong volatility when the frequency is located between 5 and 9 THz.
It is calculated that the optimized RBWs can reach to 143.62% (1.611−9.818 THz) in C(5, {1, 3}, 4) and 171.50% (0.324−4.224 THz) in GF (2, 2, 5) . And their RBWs will meet the requirements of UWB as long as recursive number N 1 is no less than 2 or N 2 exceeds 2 thanks to the superconducting substrate. Moreover, the unidirectional absorption phenomena can be clearly observed in the proposed structures as expected.
However, the difference between the two structures mainly lies in the existence of defect mode. The GFS model appears obvious defect modes while the CLS model does not. And the defect mode seems to be nearly insusceptible to external conditions, which is adverse to broadening the absorption region.
The cause may arise from GFS being more disruptive to the periodic structure than CLS.
In Figs. 4 (i)-(l), for the absorption curves of quasiperiodic structures, there exist new absorption features that are inexistent in the periodic structures, such as self-similarity and peak-splitting in case of neglecting their changes in absorptance. From an intuitive and obvious point of view, the partial enlarged drawings of several absorption curves are given out for the details. As plotted in partial enlarged views Figs. 4(i) and (j), if we magnify the absorption spectrum of Fig.4(c) by ten times, we will find that its absorption curve between 9 THz and 10 THz is exactly similar in morphology to that in Fig.4 (b) between 5 THz and 10 THz, which is illustrated that there exists self-similarity in the absorption property of the CLS structure. Combined with Figs.4(k) and (l), we can figure out that the absorption peaks split overtly in the GFS and the number of splitting peaks approximately triples the former as the recursive number increases one by one.
From a more persuasive and statistical perspective, we will reply on the multifractal theory [25] , [26] to further investigate the absorption spectra based on the quasi-periodic structures.
The multifractal formalism devotes to the fact that the highly inhomogeneous probability distributions originating from the nonuniformity of the system. It often possesses rich scaling properties including that of self-similarity and describes the statistical properties of these singular measures in terms of their singularity spectra f (α) or their generalized dimensions D q [here give the [25] to support]. In this paper, we will calculate the singularity spectrum of absorption in the frequency domain.
Particularly, if we cover the measure of the experimental datum of the absorption spectrum with boxes of size δ to get N boxes (δ = N −1 ) and define P i (δ) to be the probability measure in the ith box. Assume that A i (δ) is the sum of all absorptance in the ith box with a scale of δ. If the size of box δ is small enough, the probability measure P i (δ) is evenly distributed over the ith box, which satisfies the power-law behavior
where the exponent α i is the singular strength, reflecting the degree of singularity of the ith box. For calculating singular spectrum directly in absence of the intermediate Legendre transforms of scale exponent of moments τ (q) (see in [26] ), we will construct a single parameter family of renormalized measures µ(q) where the probabilities in the ith boxes of size δ, which can be evaluated as
The weight factor q provides microscopic detection of different regions of singular measure. The µ(q) accentuates the more (or less) singular regions of the measure when q > 1 (or q < 1). For q = 1, µ(1) duplicates the original measure.
According to the features of singularity spectrum, the curve takes the maximal value at q = 0 and monotonically increases (or decreases) at q > 0 (or q < 0). Based on the equations above, singularity spectrum f (α) of theoretical measure support and the average value of the singularity strength α with respect to µ(q) can be calculated by
The width of singular spectrum ( α = α max − α min ) represents the degree of nonuniformity of singular intensity distribution and f (α) reflects the distribution density of a subset in the singularity strength α.
Firstly, we are going to cover the absorption spectrum with boxes of size δ of 1/10000 to get 10000 boxes and the value range of weight factor q is selected from −40 to 40. As plotted in Figs.5(a) and (b) , all of the singularity spectra exhibit hoodlike patterns and the distributions of singular strength diffus over a range from 0.9 to 2.0, which shows that the whole systems manifest inhomogeneous probability distributions of the absorption measurement, and confirms that they possess the multifractal features. Their spectral width α has a downward trend, which runs from 1.036 to 0.842 in the CLS (or from 0.954 to 0.802 in the GFS), that indicates their uneven degree of singular intensity distribution and the complexity of structure decline when the recursive number increases. We can also verify these inferences from the construction mode. For the two quasi-periodic structures, the distribution of one kind of substitutive lattice will become dominant with the increase of recursive numbers, thus making the singularity of absorption spectrum decline. However, the spectral width in the CLS is generally broader than the GFS. Moreover, there is a plunge in spectral width between C(5, {1, 3}, 2) and C(5, {1, 3}, 3) (see Figs.4(b) and (c)) while the decrease in spectral width of GFS appears relatively moderate on the whole. It is foreseeable that the degree of non-uniformity in the GFS structure will further reduce compared with the CLS.
The maximum distribution density f (α) = 1 is obtained at α = 1 (q = 0). There generally exist intersection areas near the extremum and the monotonically increasing regions (q > 0) continually contract towards the intersection areas with the increase of recursive number. The intersection areas further prove the existence of self-similarity in the absorption curve. The decrease of more singular regions (q > 1) means that the probability measure in most boxes roughly remains same, which infers that absorption properties become more stable for higher recursive number. The results are consistent with to those shown in Fig. 4 .
The reasons for the above phenomena can be attributed to their respective construction modes. The constructed CLS itself takes on the distinct self-similarity, thus corresponding to the overt self-similar phenomena in its absorption spectra. For the recursive sequence GFS, its previous order of the sequence is always nested in the next order and it is always constituted by the initial parent structures on the whole, which makes its absorption curve continuously nested and in turn exhibits multiplication process.
B. EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FACTORS ON ABSORPTION PROPERTIES
In this section, we intend to investigate the influence of external factors on the UWB and wide-angle absorption characteristics. As plotted in Fig.6 , for TE-and TM-polarization waves in both models, one can see that the absorption regions tuned by external temperature are nearly independent of the polarization modes. There are almost no absorption regions in the low-temperature regions (below 20 K). The absorption spectra get enhanced with the rise of temperature. It may derive from the imaginary part of permittivity for the superconductors increasing with the temperature and in turn causes the large dielectric dissipation.
The stability of absorption with respect to the temperature for GF (2, 2, 5) is inferior to that for C (5, {1, 3}, 4) . It is interesting to see that the low-frequency absorption zones ranging from 0.1 to 1 THz begin to emerge only when the temperature exceeds 70 K. The maximum RBWs are 144.82% in C(5, {1, 3}, 4) and 178.09% in GF (2, 2, 5) at 90K, respectively. Similarly, the defect mode appears in GF (2, 2, 5) instead of C(5, {1, 3}, 4), and it is located at the nearby position of 6.35 THz throughout the absorption range.
Finally, we are going to shift our attention to the effects of the incident angle on the absorption features of the proposed structures. As shown in Fig.7 , we can find that the whole absorption spectra of the proposed structures occur blueshift phenomena. For the polar diagram in Fig.7(a) , we can figure out that the low-frequency (below 1.5 THz) absorption properties are relatively poor for both TE and TM modes. However, it will realize efficiently and stably wide-angle absorption in TM wave where the frequency range covers from 2 to 10 THz.
The absorption condition of TE mode is inferior by comparison. Its absorption bandwidths gradually deteriorate with the increase of incident angle, and there are barely absorption areas when the incident angle rises beyond 75 degrees. For polar diagram of GF (2, 2, 5) in Fig.7 (b) , the trend of absorption curves remains much the same in TM and TE waves as the incident angle is no more than 30 degrees. And their bandwidths gradually increase when the incident angle is below 60 s, although their defect zones are broadened as well. The growth of defect zones in TE wave is much more obvious than that in TM wave. Additionally, the stability of high-frequency absorption for the TE wave surpasses that for TM wave when the incident angle exceeds 60 degrees, while their situation reverses for the low-frequency absorption. In brief, GFS has a good absorption performance in the relatively low-frequency zones but easily gives birth to defect modes. While CLS has a more stable and efficient performance of absorption in the high-frequency areas. The computed results report that the UWB absorption can maintain up to 88 or 60 degrees, whose RBWs range from 106.29% to 144.82% or from 77.01% to 143.62%, for TM or TE wave in C(5, {1, 3}, 4), respectively. Similarly, the UWB absorption can sustain up to 85 or 73 degrees, whose RBWs are between 106.29% and 178.09% or between 78.75% and 171.50%, for TM or TE mode in GF (2, 2, 5) . The results show that the proposed models possess the good performance specific to angular insensitivity, and the angle-insensitive performance in TM mode generally prevail over that in TE mode.
For a better understanding of the reasons for the angle insensitivity in the presented 1-D SPCs, we will resort to the interference field theory. The interference field intensity of the whole structure is a function of the reflectivity and phase difference, which can be given by
Eqs. (14) and (15) are intensity distribution formula of the interference field of reflected and transmitted light. When the phase difference of reflection (or transmission) satisfies the phase conditions:
In Fig.(8) , we have computed the absorption curves at 2.5 THz and the spectra of phase differences of reflection and transmission for TM wave in the proposed models, respectively. The reflection and transmission phase differences match the condition of interference cancellation roughly as the incident angle is no more than 80 degrees in both proposed models. When the incident angle continues to increase (see Fig.8(a) ), the phase difference of reflection will occur a transitory peak of 0.721π at 89.5 degrees, and then the phase difference of transmission plunges down to zero, which can destroy the condition of interference cancellation, and make the absorption curve drop. As for GF (2, 2, 5) (see Fig.8(b) ), its phenomena are similar to the former case except that several transitory peaks have appeared before the transmission phase difference completely drops to zero, thus causing the more fluctuations of absorption curve in Fig.7(b) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, two theoretical models of 1-D SPCs with QPS in hope of realizing the wide-angle and UWB absorption are presented. The absorption characteristics in GFS and CLS are emphatically analyzed by comparison in this paper. We can figure out that the absorption spectra get significantly improved together with the occurrence of self-similarity and peak-splitting phenomena as the recursive numbers increase.
The singularity spectrum f (α) is introduced to further characterize the absorption trends and self-similarity of absorption curves in the proposed models. Besides, the rise of ambient temperature is conducive to the enhancement of absorption performance that is independent on the polarization mode. While their absorption properties versus incident angle are under the influence of the polarization mode. The proposed quasi-periodic models have the capability of the stably wide-angle absorption characteristics. The reasons for the angle-insensitivity of UWB in the TM wave are also investigated, which primarily arises from the interference caused by the phase difference of the reflected and transmitted waves. The calculated results indicate that the proposed quasi-periodic 1-D SPCs have the excellent characteristics of wide-angle and UWB absorption for TM mode in the THz domain which can give a possible approach to construct the high-performance THz absorbers.
